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    DGPL Launches AireKit Bags for Air Crew.
 Designed and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew

 

The airekit flight bag is the first ‘Made in India’ product optimised for use as a flight bag, manufactured 
from top-quality non-toxic materials procured from leading suppliers and fabricated at a state
production facility adhering to a rigorous quality env

The airekit flight bag optimises contemporary flight bag designs and incorporates design 
improvements to suit India Military Aviators 
utilisation for a wider spectrum of requirements. From a day
may be configured with different modules. The bag is also designed to attach to a foldable trolley for 
easy mobility and user comfort. 

The airekit flight bag is also an equally suitable accessory for other ‘mobile’ professionals suc
forces, air-marshals, paramilitary and police personnel, security staff, photographers, drone operators, 
medical/ fire first-responders, service engineers 

The modular and configurable airekit 

Center Compartment - The Center Compartment is the main section of the modular flight bag, designed 
to accommodate the pilot’s ‘tools-of
licences and other documents. The Center Compartment is available in 
varied requirements. These two Center Compartments can also attach to each other to provide larger, 
custom sizes for specific tasks. 
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Launches AireKit Bags for Air Crew.  
and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew

flight bag is the first ‘Made in India’ product optimised for use as a flight bag, manufactured 
toxic materials procured from leading suppliers and fabricated at a state

production facility adhering to a rigorous quality environment. 

flight bag optimises contemporary flight bag designs and incorporates design 
Military Aviators specific requirements. It is modular in design to enable 

utilisation for a wider spectrum of requirements. From a day-return outin
may be configured with different modules. The bag is also designed to attach to a foldable trolley for 

flight bag is also an equally suitable accessory for other ‘mobile’ professionals suc
marshals, paramilitary and police personnel, security staff, photographers, drone operators, 

responders, service engineers and even frequent travelers.

airekit flight bag is made up of the following components:

The Center Compartment is the main section of the modular flight bag, designed 
of-trade’ such as headsets, iPads, sunglasses, torch, spectacles, charts, 

documents. The Center Compartment is available in 
varied requirements. These two Center Compartments can also attach to each other to provide larger, 
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and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew 

flight bag is the first ‘Made in India’ product optimised for use as a flight bag, manufactured 
toxic materials procured from leading suppliers and fabricated at a state-of-the-art 

flight bag optimises contemporary flight bag designs and incorporates design 
specific requirements. It is modular in design to enable 

return outing to a overnight halt, the bag 
may be configured with different modules. The bag is also designed to attach to a foldable trolley for 

flight bag is also an equally suitable accessory for other ‘mobile’ professionals such as special 
marshals, paramilitary and police personnel, security staff, photographers, drone operators, 

. 

of the following components: 

The Center Compartment is the main section of the modular flight bag, designed 
trade’ such as headsets, iPads, sunglasses, torch, spectacles, charts, 

documents. The Center Compartment is available in two sizes (4” and 5”) to suit 
varied requirements. These two Center Compartments can also attach to each other to provide larger, 
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 DGPL Launches AireKit Bags for Air Crew
 Designed and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew

 
 
 
Front Wall - Front Walls are the face of the modular flight bag and hosts various pockets and compartments, 
cleverly designed to hold the myriad of items each pilot need to carry, in an organised manner
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rear Wall - Rear Walls are attached to the rear side of the 
for storing documents, and also an interface to attach the bag to a foldable trolley cart.

Trolley (available separately) - A sturdy, lightweight, foldable
airekit flight bag during the long walks 
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DGPL Launches AireKit Bags for Air Crew.  
and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew

Front Walls are the face of the modular flight bag and hosts various pockets and compartments, 
cleverly designed to hold the myriad of items each pilot need to carry, in an organised manner

Rear Walls are attached to the rear side of the Center Compartment to provide an additional sleeve 
an interface to attach the bag to a foldable trolley cart.

A sturdy, lightweight, foldable Trolley makes it convenient to transport the 
flight bag during the long walks to the AirCraft from Flight Complex.  
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and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew 

Front Walls are the face of the modular flight bag and hosts various pockets and compartments, 
cleverly designed to hold the myriad of items each pilot need to carry, in an organised manner. 

Center Compartment to provide an additional sleeve 
an interface to attach the bag to a foldable trolley cart. 

Trolley makes it convenient to transport the 
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 DGPL Launches AireKit Bags for Air Crew.
 Designed and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew

 

 
 
Side Pockets - Side pockets are designed for easy access to items used frequently during flight, or, to carry your 
coffee flask / water bottle. 

 

The Bag is available in 4 Colors.
Black 
Blue 
Olive Green 
Orange 
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DGPL Launches AireKit Bags for Air Crew.  
and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew

Side pockets are designed for easy access to items used frequently during flight, or, to carry your 

The Bag is available in 4 Colors. 
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and Developed by a Test Pilot of IAF for Military Air Crew 

Side pockets are designed for easy access to items used frequently during flight, or, to carry your 


